
A quick guide to sketching phase planes
Section 6.1 of the text discusses equilibrium points and analysis of the phase plane. However,

there is one idea, not mentioned in the book, that is very useful to sketching and analyzing phase
planes, namelynullclines. Recall the basic setup for an autonomous system of two DEs:

dx

dt
= f(x, y)

dy

dt
= g(x, y)

To sketch the phase plane of such a system, at each point(x0, y0) in thexy-plane, we draw a vector
starting at(x0, y0) in the directionf(x0, y0)i + g(x0, y0)j.

Definition of nullcline. The x-nullcline is a set of points in the phase plane so that
dx

dt
= 0.

Geometrically, these are the points where the vectors are either straight up or straight down. Alge-
braically, we find thex-nullcline by solvingf(x, y) = 0.

They-nullcline is a set of points in the phase plane so that
dy

dt
= 0. Geometrically, these are the

points where the vectors are horizontal, going either to theleft or to the right. Algebraically, we
find they-nullcline by solvingg(x, y) = 0.

How to use nullclines.Consider the system

dx

dt
= 2x

(

1 −

x

2

)

− xy,

dy

dt
= 3y

(

1 −

y

3

)

− 2xy.

To find thex-nullcline, we solve2x
(

1 −

x

2

)

− xy = 0, where multiplying out and collecting the

common factor ofx givesx(2 − x − y) = 0. This gives twox-nullclines, the linex + y = 2 and
they-axis. By plugging in the points (1,0) and (2,2) into2x

(

1 −

x

2

)

− xy, we see that solutions
(to the left of they-axis) move to the right if below the linex + y = 2 and to the left if above it.
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To find they-nullcline, we solve3y
(

1 −

y

3

)

− 2xy = 0, where multiplying out and collecting the

common factor ofy givesy(3− y − 2x) = 0. This gives twoy-nullclines, the line2x + y = 3 and
thex-axis. By plugging in the points (0,1) and (2,2) into3y

(

1 −

y

2

)

− 2xy, we see that solutions
(above thex-axis) move up if below the line2x + y = 3 and down if above it.
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Combining this information gives us the following picture. Notice that we can draw directions
on each nullcline by using the direction information from the other graph. For example, the line
segment from(1, 1) to (0, 3), since it is above the linex + y = 2, has solutions moving to the left.
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Also, where thex-nullcline andy-nullcline cross, both
dx

dt
and

dy

dt
are zero. So these points

(marked by dots in the above graph) are equilibrium points.
Once a solution enters the triangle with vertices(1, 1), (0, 2) and (0, 3), it can never leave.

Similarly, solutions in the triangle with vertices(1, 1), (3/2, 0) and(2, 0) can never leave.

Exercises.Graph the nullclines and discuss the possible fates of solutions for the following sys-
tems. The nullclines may not be straight lines.

(1)
dx

dt
= x(−x − 3y + 150),

dy

dt
= y(−2x − y + 100).

(2)
dx

dt
= x(10 − x − y),

dy

dt
= y(30 − 2x − y).

(3)
dx

dt
= 2x

(

1 −

x

2

)

− xy,
dy

dt
= y

(

9

4
− y2

)

− x2y.

(4)
dx

dt
= x(−4x − y + 160),

dy

dt
= y(−x2

− y2 + 2500).
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Qualitative Analysis

Very often it is almost impossible to find explicitly of implicitlythe solutions of a system (specially nonlinear ones). The qualitativeapproach as
well as numerical one are important since they allow us tomake conclusions regardless whether we know or not the solutions. 
Recall what we did for autonomous equations. First we looked for theequilibrium points and then, in conjunction with the existence and
uniqueness theorem, we concluded that non-equilibrium solutions areeither increasing or decreasing. This is the result of looking at thesign
of the derivative. So what happened for autonomous systems?First recall that the components of the velocity vectors are  and  . These

vectors givethe direction of the motion along the trajectories. We have the fournatural directions (left-down, left-up, right-down, and right-
up) andthe other four directions (left, right, up, and down). Thesedirections are obtained by looking at the signs of  and  and whether

they areequal to 0. If both are zero, then we have an equilibrium point.
Example. Consider the model describing two species competing forthe same prey

Let us only focus on the first quadrant  and  .First, we look for the equilibrium points. We must have

Algebraic manipulations imply

and

The equilibrium points are (0,0), (0,2), (1,0), and  .

Consider the region R delimited by the x-axis, the y-axis, the line1-x-y=0, and the line 2-3x-y=0. 
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Clearly inside this region neither  or  are equal to 0. Therefore, they musthave constant sign (they are both negative). Hence the

direction ofthe motion is the same (that is left-down) as long as the trajectorylives inside this region. 

In fact, looking at the first-quadrant, we have three more regions toadd to the above one. The direction of the motion depends on what
region we are in (see the picture below)

The boundaries of these regions are very important in determining thedirection of the motion along the trajectories. In fact, it helps to
visualize the trajectories as slope-field did for autonomousequations. These boundaries are called nullclines.
Nullclines.

Consider the autonomous system

The x-nullcline is the set of points where  and y-nullcline is the set of points where  . Clearly the points of intersection

betweenx-nullcline and y-nullcline are exactly the equilibrium points. Note that along the x-nullcline the velocity vectors are verticalwhile
along the y-nullcline the velocity vectors are horizontal. Notethat as long as we are traveling along a nullcline without crossingan equilibrium
point, then the direction of the velocity vector mustbe the same. Once we cross an equilibrium point, then we may have achange in the
direction (from up to down, or right to left, and vice-versa).
Example. Draw the nullclines for the autonomous system and thevelocity vectors along them.
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The x-nullcline are given by

which is equivalent to

while the y-nullcline are given by

which is equivalent to

In order to find the direction of the velocity vectors along thenullclines, we pick a point on the nullcline and find the direction ofthe velocity
vector at that point. The velocity vector along thesegment of the nullcline delimited by equilibrium points whichcontains the given point will
have the same direction. For example,consider the point (2,0). The velocity vector at this point is(-1,0). Therefore the velocity vector at any
point (x,0), with x> 1, is horizontal (we are on the y-nullcline) and points to theleft. The picture below gives the nullclines and the velocity
vectorsalong them.

In this example, the nullclines are lines. In general we may have anykind of curves. 
Example. Draw the nullclines for the autonomous system

The x-nullcline are given by

which is equivalent to

while the y-nullcline are given by
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which is equivalent to

Hence the y-nullcline is the union of a line with the ellipse

Information from the nullclines

For most of the nonlinear autonomous systems, it is impossible to findexplicitly the solutions. We may use numerical techniques to have an
idea about the solutions, but qualitative analysis may be able toanswer some questions with a low cost and faster than the numerical
technique will do. For example, questions related to the long termbehavior of solutions. The nullclines plays a central role in thequalitative
approach. Let us illustrate this on the followingexample.
Example. Discuss the behavior of the solutions of the autonomoussystem

We have already found the nullclines and the direction of the velocityvectors along these nullclines. 

These nullclines give the birth to four regions in which the directionof the motion is constant. Let us discuss the region bordered bythe x-
axis, the y-axis, the line 1-x-y=0, and the line 2-3x-y=0.Then the direction of the motion is left-down. So a moving objectstarting at a
position in this region, will follow a path goingleft-down. We have three choices

First choice: the trajectory dies at theequilibrium point  .
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Second choice: the starting point is above thetrajectory which dies at the equilibrium point  . Then the trajectory will hitthe

triangle defined by the points  , (0,1), and (0,2). Then itwill go up-left and dies at the equilibrium point (0,2).

Third choice: the starting point is below thetrajectory which dies at the equilibrium point  . Then the trajectory will hitthe

triangle defined by the points  , (1,0), and  . Then it will go down-right and dies atthe equilibrium point (1,0).

For the other regions, look at the picture below. We included somesolutions for every region.

Remarks. We see from this example that the trajectories which dye at the equilibrium point  are crucial to predicting the behavior of

the solutions. These twotrajectories are called separatrix because they separate theregions into different subregions with a specific behavior.
To findthem is a very difficult problem. Notice also that the equilibriumpoints (0,2) and (1,0) behave like sinks. The classification of
equilibrium points will be discussed using the approximation by linearsystems.

If you would like more practice, click on Example.

[Differential Equations][First Order D.E.]
[Geometry][Algebra][Trigonometry ]

[Calculus][Complex Variables][Matrix Algebra]
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